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Updated Remington® .Model 1oon1 Titanium Gets a New Look 
and Name - the Model 700 Alaskan Ti 

Madison, NC - In 2001, Remington revolutionized the world of production rifles when we 
introduced the Model 700 Titanium Ultimate Lightweight bolt-action rifle - the lightest 
production rifle on the market, rivaling custom rifles at a fraction of the cost. For 2007, 
the Model 700 Titanium gets an updated style, enhanced features and a new name - the 
Model 700 Alaskan Ti, available in nine versatile hunting calibers ranging from the 
medium range 7mm-08 Rem to the full-power 300 Win Mag It is incredibly strong, 
impervious to the weather and amazingly accurate; and it weighs a mere 6 pounds! 

At the core of the Model 700 Alaskan Ti is the strong, yet lightweight, receiver milled out 
of a solid block of Titanium. Spiral flutes are added on the bolt body and the bolt handle is 
skeletonized to remove additional weight while increasing bolt rigidity and cycling 
capabilities And with all the great features of the legendary Model 700 bolt-action 
platform, this rifle offers the dependability and "out-of-the-box" accuracy that hunters and 
shooters have come to expect. 

The addition of several new features to the Model 700 Alaskan Ti enhances performance, 
durability and updates its look The new Remington X-I\1ARK PRQTM trigger helps to 
deliver extraordinary accuracy with a trigger that breaks like glass, has virtually no creep 
and comes with up to 40% lower factory set pull weight. The clean 24-inch magnum 
contour barrel with Light Varmint style fluting is constructed of durable 416 stainless steeL 
The longer barrel length optimizes velocities while the fluting reduces weight and improves 
heat dissipation. The magnum contour barrel with fluting provides for magnum caliber 
chamberings (not previously available in the Model 700 Titanium) without adding 
significant weight. The barreled action is pillar bedded into a rugged Bell & Carlson 
carbon fiber synthetic stock, enhanced with a black and gray webbed paint scheme. This 
well-designed stock also features the new MaxxGuardTM protective coating which provides 
a soft touch, easy-grip finish for solid-handling in even the harshest weather conditions. 
Also new for 2007 is the addition of a hinged floorplate magazine with four-round 
magazine capacity in the short and long action calibers and three-round capacity in the 
magnum offerings. Completing this high tech package is the addition of sling swivel studs; 
receiver drilled and tapped for scope mounts; and revolutionary R3® Recoil Pad which 
significantly lessens recoil in this lightweight rifle. 
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Getting to the top of that mountain won't be as difficult with the amazingly lightweight and 
durable Model 700 Alaskan Ti. Getting your trophy won't be either. 

The Model 700 Alaskan Ti rifle is available in 7mm-08 Rem, .25-06 Rem, .270 Win, .280 
Rem, .30-06 Sprg, .270 WSM, .300 WSM, 7mm Rem Mag and .300 Win Mag at 
suggested retail prices ranging from $2105 to $2225. Visit our web site at 
www.remington.com for a complete listing of Model 700 specialty, high performance 
rifles 

Model 
700 Alaskan Ti 
Action 
Bolt/Short, Long & _\fagnum 
BBL Length 
24 inches 
Overall Length 
41 5/8 inches (Short & Short Magnmn) 
42 1/2 inches (Long & Magnum) 
Avg. Weight 
6 lbs. (Short & Short Magnum) 
6 1/4 lbs. (Long & Magmuu) 
Stock Material 
Carbon Fiber Synthetic 
Stock Finish 
Matte 
BBL Material 
416 Stainless Sleel 
BBL Finish 
Satin Stainless 

MaxxGuarJTM is a 1:rndemm·k of Bell mid Carlson. 
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